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I. INTRODUCTIONThe study of the struture of hadrons and nulei with eletromagneti probes is basedon the validity of the one{photon exhange mehanism for elasti and inelasti eletron{hadron sattering. This approah is valid when the possible two{photon exhange (TPE)ontribution is small.Reently it has been possible to apply the polarization method [1℄ for the measurementsof the eletromagneti nuleon form fators (FFs) at high transfer momentum squared q2[2℄. Very preise results were obtained for the ratio of the proton eletri and magnetiFFs whih di�er from unpolarized ross setion measurements (Rosenbluth �t) [3℄. Thisdisrepany inreases when q2 values inrease.In a reent experiment at Je�erson Laboratory [4℄ a preise Rosenbluth extration of theproton FFs, deteting the reoil proton, on�rms this disrepany. It was suggested that thepresene of TPE ontribution as large as 5% ould solve this problem [5℄. Model alulationsmay give TPE ontribution to the ross setion of ep elasti sattering of the order of fewperent [6℄. A parton model alulation [7℄ leads to a quantitative agreement betweenthe standard Rosenbluth �t and the polarization transfer measurements. Reently the TPEontribution has been studied for the ase of the inelasti eletron{nuleon sattering, eN !e�(1232); with the aim of a preision study of the ratios of eletri quadrupole (E2) andCoulomb quadrupole (C2) to the magneti dipole (M1) �N� transitions [8℄. Inelastiintermediate state as � has been alulated in [9, 10℄, and it was found to have oppositesign than the proton intermediate state. It has also been argued that elasti and inelastiontributions eventually anel [10℄.An exat alulation has been done in frame of QED and shows that the TPE ontributiondoes not exeed 1% [11℄. A reent alulation of the box diagram in ep elasti sattering[12℄ also shows that the ontribution of this diagram is very small. Higher order radiativeorretions, based on the struture funtion method, when applied to the unpolarized rosssetion, an bring the results in quantitative agreement [10℄, while the orretions on thepolarization ratio are small as well as the TPE ontribution.Note also that the searh of the deviation from linearity of the Rosenbluth �t to thedi�erential ross setion, using the most reent data on elasti eletron{proton sattering,2



does not show evidene for suh deviation [13℄.A model independent study of the TPE mehanism in the elasti eletron{nuleon sat-tering and its onsequenes on the experimental observables, has been arried on in [14{16℄,and in the rossed hannels: proton{antiproton annihilation into lepton pair [17℄ and anni-hilation of e+e��pair into nuleon{antinuleon [18℄.The fat that the TPE mehanism, where the momentum transfer is equally sharedbetween the two virtual photons, an beome important when q2 inreases, was alreadyindiated more than thirty years ago [19{21℄.Estimates of the TPE ontribution to the elasti eletron{deuteron sattering were madein Refs. [19, 20℄ within the framework of the Glauber theory. It was shown [19℄ that thisontribution dereases very slowly with inrease of the momentum transfer squared q2 andmay dominate in the ross setion at high q2 values. Sine the TPE amplitude is essentiallyimaginary in this model, the di�erene between positron and eletron sattering ross se-tions depends upon the small real part of the TPE amplitude [19℄. Reoil polarization e�etsmay be substantial, in the region where the one{ and two{photon exhange ontributionsare omparable. If the TPE mehanism beome sizable, the extration of the nuleon ordeuteron eletromagneti FFs from the experimental data would only be possible after thedetermination of several (polarization) observables.It is known that double sattering dominates in ollisions of high{energy hadrons withdeuterons at high q2 values, and it was predited that the TPE ontribution in the elastieletron{deuteron sattering ontributes for 10 % at jq2j �= 1:3 GeV2 [20℄. At the sametime the importane of the TPE mehanism was onsidered in Ref. [21℄.Using high preision data on the elasti eletron{deuteron sattering, reently obtainedat the Je�erson Laboratory, the authors of the paper [22℄ looked for a possible ontributionof the TPE mehanism at relatively high momentum transfer. While they did not found ade�nite evidene for the presene of the TPE ontribution in the elasti eletron {deuteronsattering, it was the �rst attempt to obtain a quantitative upper limit of a possible TPEontribution using a parametrization of the TPE term and the existing experimental data.The disrepany among the set of data [23, 24℄ was therefore attributed to systemati e�ets.Tests of the limits of the validity of the one{photon approximation have been done inthe past, using di�erent methods, but no e�et has been found within the auray ofthe performed experiments. At �rst the TPE ontribution was experimentally observed in3



the domain of very small energies in atomi physis [25℄ and later the measurements ofthe beam asymmetry in the sattering of transversally polarized eletrons on unpolarizedprotons, performed at MIT (Bates) [26℄ and at MAMI (Mainz) [27℄, gave small but non{zero values for this observable, ontrary to what is expeted in the one{photon{exhange(Born) approximation. This asymmetry is related to the imaginary part of the interferenebetween one{ and two{photon exhange amplitudes and an be onneted only indiretlywith the real part of this interferene whih ontribute to the di�erential ross setion or tothe T{even polarization observables of the elasti eletron{hadron sattering.The reoil{deuteron vetor polarization for the elasti sattering of eletrons from anunpolarized deuteron target, whih vanishes in the Born approximation, was measured inan experiment whih aimed to test time {reversal invariane in eletromagneti interationat high momentum transfer. The value obtained for the vetor polarization was jP j =0.075�0.088 [28℄, and the preision of the experiment did not allow to �nd evidene for the TPEontribution.In this paper we analyze, in a model{independent way, the inuene of the TPE ontri-bution on the di�erential ross setion and various polarization observables in the elastieletron (positron){deuteron satteringe� + d! e� + d: (1)Our approah is similar to the one used earlier for the analysis of the TPE mehanismin the elasti eletron{nuleon sattering [14℄. The situation with elasti e�d� satteringis more ompliated in omparison with the elasti eN� sattering sine the deuteron hasspin one. In this ase the spin struture of the matrix elements of the reations (1) areompletely determined by �fteen real funtions: six omplex amplitudes (in omparison withthree omplex amplitudes for the ase of elasti eN�sattering) depending on two variablesand three deuteron eletromagneti FFs (two nuleon FFs for elasti eN�sattering) whihare real funtions of one variable, Q2.The purpose of this paper is to derive general expressions for the di�erential ross setionand various polarization observables in elasti eletron (positron) {deuteron sattering andto suggest model independent methods to extrat deuteron eletromagneti FFs also inpresene of the TPE ontribution, without any underlying assumptions.Note that the presene of the TPE ontribution in e�+d! e�+d results in nonloal spin4



struture of the matrix element. The standard analysis of the polarization e�ets, whihis known for the one{photon{exhange mehanism, does not apply anymore. The extra-tion of form fators an be done after a more ompliated derivation involving additionalpolarization observables.II. MATRIX ELEMENT AND SYMMETRY RELATIONSThe starting point of our analysis is the following general parametrization of the spinstruture of the matrix element for elasti eletron{deuteron sattering, whih an be ob-tained from the non{spin{ip part of the amplitude of the elasti nuleon{deuteron satter-ing [29℄ M = e2Q2 l�J�: (2)The leptoni and hadroni urrents have the forml� = �u(k2)�u(k1); (3)J� = (p1 + p2)�"�G1(s;Q2)U1 � U�2 + 1M2G3(s;Q2)(U1 � qU�2 � q � q22 U1 � U�2 )#++G2(s;Q2)(U1�U�2 � q � U�2�U1 � q) + 1M2 (p1 + p2)�"G4(s;Q2)U1 � kU�2 � k++G5(s;Q2)(U1 � qU�2 � k � U1 � kU�2 � q)#+G6(s;Q2)(U1�U�2 � k + U�2�U1 � k); (4)where k1 (k2) and p1 (p2) are the four{momenta of the initial (sattered) eletron and initial(sattered) deuteron, respetively; k = k1 + k2; q = k1 � k2 = p2 � p1; Q2 = �q2; M is thedeuteron mass, U1�(U2�) is the initial (�nal) deuteron polarization four{vetor.The six omplex amplitudes, Gi(s;Q2); i = 1 � 6, whih are generally funtions of twoindependent kinematial variables, Q2 and s = (k1+p1)2 (s is the square of the total energyof the olliding partiles), fully desribe the spin struture of the matrix element for theelasti eletron {deuteron sattering - for any number of exhanged virtual photons.In the Born (one{photon{exhange) approximation these amplitudes redue to three:GBorn1 (s;Q2) = G1(Q2); GBorn2 (s;Q2) = G2(Q2); GBorn3 (s;Q2) = G3(Q2); (5)5



GBorni (s;Q2) = 0; i = 4; 5; 6;where Gi(Q2), (i = 1; 2; 3); are the deuteron eletromagneti FFs depending only on thevirtual photon four{momentum squared. Due to the urrent hermitiity, FFs Gi(Q2) arereal funtions in the region of the spae{like momentum transfer. The same FFs desribealso the one{photon{exhange mehanism for elasti positron{deuteron sattering.These FFs are related to the standard deuteron FFs: GC(Q2) (the harge monopole),GM(Q2) (the magneti dipole) and GQ(Q2) (the harge quadrupole). These relations areGM(Q2) = �G2(Q2); GQ(Q2) = G1(Q2) +G2(Q2) + 2G3(Q2); (6)GC(Q2) = 23� [G2(Q2)�G3(Q2)℄ + (1 + 23�)G1(Q2);with � = Q24M2 :The standard FFs have the following normalizations:GC(0) = 1 ; GM(0) = (M=m)�d ; GQ(0) = M2Qd ; (7)where m is the nuleon mass, �d = 0:857(Qd = 0:2859) is deuteron magneti (quadrupole)moment. The numerial values are taken from [30, 31℄.The spin struture of the matrix element for the elasti eletron{deuteron satteringan be established in analogy with the elasti nuleon{deuteron sattering [29℄, using thegeneral properties of the eletron{hadron interation, suh as the Lorentz invariane andP{invariane. Taking into aount the identity of the initial and �nal states and the T{invariane of the eletromagneti interation, the reations e� + d ! e� + d, where a spin1=2 partile is sattered by a spin 1 partile, are desribed by twelve independent omplexamplitudes. So, the model{independent parametrization of the orresponding matrix el-ement an be done (in many di�erent but equivalent forms) in terms of twelve invariantomplex amplitudes, Gi(s;Q2), i = 1� 12.At high energies we an neglet the ontributions whih are proportional to the eletronmass. In this limit, any Feynman diagram in QED is invariant under the hirality operationu(p)! 5u(p). This invariane implies that invariant strutures in the matrix element whihhange their sign under this transformation an be negleted sine they are proportional tothe eletron mass. So, the strutures as �u(k2)u(k1) and �u(k2)��u(k1) an be negleted.6



As a result, we an redue the number of invariant amplitudes for elasti eletron{deuteronsattering from twelve amplitudes to six ones.Let us stress that in the general ase{ The amplitudes Gi(s;Q2), i = 1 � 6, are the omplex funtions of two independentvariables, Q2 and s.{ The onnetion of these amplitudes with the deuteron eletromagneti FFs is non{trivial sine the amplitudes are related to the amplitudes of the virtual Compton satteringproess whih are presently unknown.{ The set of the amplitudesG(�)i (s;Q2) for the reation e�+d! e�+d is di�erent from theorresponding set of the amplitudes G(+)i (s;Q2) desribing the harge onjugated reatione++d! e++d. This means that the properties of the positron{deuteron sattering annotbe derived from the G(�)i (s;Q2) amplitudes. However, presriptions based on C{invarianehelp to derive expressions whih rely real FFs, whih are funtions of Q2, to experimentalobservables. The strategy for their determination in presene of TPE will be detailed below.Let us introdue another set of variables: � and Q2, whih is equivalent to s and Q2 (inLab system): ��1 = 1 + 2(1 + �) tan2 �2 ;where � is the eletron sattering angle in the Lab system. These variables � (the degree ofthe linear polarization of the virtual photon) and Q2 are well suited for the desription ofthe eletron{hadron elasti sattering in the one{photon{exhange approximation, sine onlythe Q2�dependene of FFs has a dynamial origin, whereas the linear �{dependene of thedi�erential ross setion is a onsequene of the one{photon mehanism. The variables s andQ2 are more onvenient for the annihilation hannel and for the analysis of the onsequenesof the rossing symmetry.To separate the e�ets aused by the Born (one{photon exhange) and TPE ontribu-tions, let us single out the dominant ontribution and de�ne the following deompositionsof the amplitudes (taking into aount the C{invariane of the eletromagneti interationof hadrons) G(�)i (Q2; �) = �Gi(Q2) + �Gi(Q2; �); i = 1; 2; 3; (8)G(�)i (Q2; �) = G(+)i (Q2; �) = Gi(Q2; �); i = 4; 5; 6; (9)where �G1;2;3 and G4;5;6 desribe the TPE ontribution only.7



The order of magnitude of these quantities is �Gi(Q2; �), (i = 1; 2; 3); and Gi(Q2; �),(i = 4; 5; 6); � �, and Gi(Q2), (i = 1; 2; 3); � �0: Sine the terms �Gi, (i = 1; 2; 3); and Gi,(i = 4; 5; 6); are small in omparison with the dominant ones, we neglet in following by thebilinear ombinations of these small terms.Therefore the reations e� + d! e� + d are desribed by �fteen di�erent real funtions:- three real FFs Gi(Q2) (i = 1� 3), whih are funtions of one variable only. This holdsin the spae{like region sine in the time{like region these FFs beame omplex funtionsdue to the strong interation in the �nal state as in the ase of e+ + e� ! �+ + ��, �d + dreations [32℄.- six funtions: �G1;2;3(Q2; �) and G4;5;6(Q2; �); whih are, in the general ase, omplexfuntions of two variables, Q2 and �.We will use the following notationsG(�)M (Q2; �) = �G(�)2 (Q2; �); G(�)Q (Q2; �) = G(�)1 (Q2; �) +G(�)2 (Q2; �) + 2G(�)3 (Q2; �);G(�)C (Q2; �) = 23� [G(�)2 (Q2; �)�G(�)3 (Q2; �)℄ + (1 + 23�)G(�)1 (Q2; �): (10)So, the quantities G(�)i (Q2; �); i = M;Q;C an be onsidered as generalized magneti,quadrupole and harge FFs.We an separate the Born and TPE ontributions, in these generalized FFs, in the fol-lowing way G(�)i (Q2; �) = �Gi(Q2) + �Gi(Q2; �); i = M;Q;C; (11)where �Gi(Q2; �) ontain the TPE ontribution.III. GENERAL ANALYSISIn the Laboratory (Lab) system, inluding the ontribution of the TPE mehanism, theunpolarized di�erential ross setion for elasti e�d� sattering an be written asd�d
 = �24M2Q4 E 0E �1 + 2 EM sin2 �2��1 L��H�� ; (12)with L�� = l�l��; H�� = J�J�� ;8



where E(E 0) is the energy of the initial (sattered) eletron or positron. Here and below weneglet the eletron mass where it is possible.The leptoni tensor, for the ase of polarized eletron or positron beam, has the formL�� = q2g�� + 2(k1�k2� + k1�k2�) + 2ime < ��qse >; (13)where < ��ab >= "����a�b�, me is the eletron mass and se� is the polarization four{vetorof the initial eletron or positron.Sine we onsider only the ase of the polarized target, the hadroni tensor an be ex-panded aording to the polarization state of the initial deuteron as follows:H�� = H��(0) +H��(s) +H��(Q); (14)where the tensor H��(0) orresponds to the unpolarized target, the tensor H��(s)(H��(Q))desribes the ase when deuteron target has vetor (tensor) polarization.The spin{density matrix of the initial (polarized) and reoil (unpolarized) deuterons anbe written as �i�� = U1�U�1� = �13(g�� � p1�p1�M2 ) + i2M < ��sp1 > +Q�� ; (15)�f�� = U2�U�2� = �(g�� � p2�p2�M2 );where s� is the polarization four{vetor desribing the vetor polarization of the target(p1 � s = 0; s2 = �1) and Q�� is the tensor desribing the tensor (quadrupole) polarizationof the target (Q�� = Q��, Q�� = 0, p1�Q�� = 0). In Lab system all time omponents of thetensor Q�� are zero and the tensor polarization of the target is desribed by �ve independentspae omponents (Qij = Qji; Qii = 0; i; j = x; y; z).In the hadroni urrent J�, the presene of the TPE ontribution leads to the terms whihontain the momenta from the leptoni vertex. The general struture of the tensor H��(0)beomes more ompliated: four struture funtions are present instead of the two standardstruture funtions A(Q2) and B(Q2). The general struture of this tensor an be writtenas H��(0) = H1~g�� +H2p�p� +H3(k�p� + k�p�) + iH4(k�p� � k�p�); (16)where ~g�� = g�� � q�q�=q2; p = p1 + p2: One an get the following expressions for these9



struture funtions when the hadroni urrent is given by Eq. (4):H1 = 23q2 �(1 + �)jG2j2 � aReG2G�6� ;H2 = (1 + 2�)jG1j2 � 83�Re(G4 + 2aG5)G�1 ++23(2� � 1)Re(�G1 + 2�G3 � a2G4 � 4�aG5 � aG6)G�1 ++23�Re [(1 + 2�)(2G1 +G2 � 4aG5)� 2a(aG4 +G6)℄G�2 � 43�aRe(aG4 +G6)G�3 ++4� 2 �jG3j2 + 23Re(2G4 +G2 � 2aG5)G�3� ;H3 = 23Re(�G2 �G1 + 2�G3)G�6 + 43�Re [aG4 + 2(1 + �)G5℄G�2;H4 = 23Im(�G2 +G1 � 2�G3)G�6 � 43�Im [aG4 + 2(1 + �)G5℄G�2; (17)where a = k � p1=M2. One an see that the struture funtions H3 and H4 are ompletelydetermined by the TPE ontribution. We reover the standard tensor struture for H��(0)tensor, if the TPE ontribution is absent.Let us onsider the part of the hadroni tensor that orresponds to the vetor{polarizeddeuteron target. It an be represented as the sum of a symmetrial and antisymmetrialtensors (with respet to the indexes � and � ):H��(s) = iA��(s) + S��(s); (18)where the antisymmetrial tensor A��(s) an be written as (we neglet the terms proportionalto q� or q� sine the leptoni tensor is onserved, so these terms do not ontribute to theobservables)A��(s) = A1 < ��sp1 > +A2(p1�p2� � p1�p2�) + A3(p�k� � p�k�) + A4(A�k� � A�k�) ++A5(p�A� � p�A�) + A6(p2�A� � p2�A�) + A7(p�B� � p�B�) ++A8(p2�B� � p2�B�); (19)
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with A� =< �p1p2s >, B� =< �p1ks >, and the struture funtions A1�8 an be written asA1 = 2M� �(1 + �)jG2j2 � aReG2G�6� ;A2 = b2M3Re [(2�G5 + aG4)G�2 �G1G�6℄ ;A3 = � b2M3ReG2G�4; A4 = 12MReG2G�6;A5 = 12MRe [�2(1 + �)G1G�2 + 2a�G2G�5 + aG1G�6℄ ;A6 = � 12M (2� jG2j2 � aReG2G�6);A7 = �MRe[aG4 + 2(1 + �)G5℄G�2;A8 = � a2MReG2G�6; b =< skp1p2 > : (20)The symmetrial tensor S��(s) an be represented as (negleting again the terms propor-tional to q� or q�)S��(s) = B1g�� +B2p�p� +B3p2�p2� +B4(p�p2� + p�p2�) ++B5(p�k� + p�k�) +B6(A�k� + A�k�) +B7(A�p� + A�p�) ++B8(A�p2� + A�p2�) +B9(p�B� + p�B�) +B10(p2�B� + p2�B�): (21)The struture funtions B1�10 an be written asB1 = � bM ImG2G�6; B2 = bM3 ImG1[aG4 + 2(1 + �)G5℄�; B3 = bM3 ImG2G�6;B4 = b2M3 Im [G1G�6 � 2�G5G�2 � aG4G�2℄ ; B5 = b2M3 ImG4G�2; B6 = 12M ImG2G�6;B7 = � a2M ImG1G�6 + 1M Im[(1 + �)G1 � a�G5℄G�2; B8 = a2M ImG6G�2;B9 = � �M Im[aG4 + 2(1 + �)G5℄G�2; B10 = � aM ImG6G�2: (22)Let us note that symmetri tensor is ompletely determined by the TPE terms for the ase ofthe spae{like region of the momentum transfer squared (where all deuteron eletromagnetiFFs are real funtions). So, this tensor vanishes in the Born approximation. As it isdetermined by the produt Im(GC + �=3GQ)G�M , it may be non{zero in time{like region,where deuteron FFs are omplex funtions.Let us onsider the part of the hadroni tensor that orresponds to a tensor{polarizeddeuteron target. It an be also written as the sum of a symmetrial and an antisymmetrialtensors: H��(Q) = S��(Q) + iA��(Q): (23)11



The symmetrial tensor S��(Q) an be written as (we neglet here the terms proportionalto q� or q� )S��(Q) = R1Q�� +R2(g�� � p2�p2�M2 ) +R3p�p� +R4(p�k� + p�k�) ++R5(p�p2� + p�p2�) +R6(p�Q1� + p�Q1�) +R7(k�Q1� + k�Q1�) ++R8(Q1�p2� +Q1�p2�) +R9(p�Q2� + p�Q2�) +R10(p2�Q2� + p2�Q2�); (24)where Q1� = Q��q� , Q2� = Q��k�, and the struture funtions R1�10 areR1 = 4M2� �(1 + �)jG2j2 � aReG2G�6� ; R2 = �Q1jG2j2 + 2Q12ReG2G�6;R3 = Q1M2Re(G1 + 2G3 � 2aG5)G�1 + 2Q11M2Re(G1 � 2�G3)G�4 � 2Q12M2Re(aG1G�4 ++2�G1G�5 + 4�G3G�5); R4 = 1M2Re(Q1G5 +Q12G4)G�2;R5 = 1M2Re(Q1G2 �Q12G6)G�1 � 1M2Re[aQ12G4 + (aQ1 + 2�Q12)G5℄G�2;R6 = Re(2�G2 � aG6)G�1 + 2�Re(2G3 � aG5)G�2; R7 = ReG2G�6;R8 = 2� jG2j2 � aReG2G�6; R9 = 2Re(G1 � 2�G3)G�6 � 2�Re[aG4 + 2�(1 + �)G5℄G�2;R10 = �2�ReG2G�6; (25)with Q1 = Q��q�q� , Q12 = Q��q�k�, and Q11 = Q��k�k�. The antisymmetrial tensorA��(Q) has the form (also negleting the terms proportional to q� or q� )A��(Q) = W1(p�k� � p�k�) +W2(p�p2� � p�p2�) +W3(p�Q1� � p�Q1�) ++W4(k�Q1� � k�Q1�) +W5(p2�Q1� � p2�Q1�) +W6(p�Q2� � p�Q2�) ++W7(p2�Q2� � p2�Q2�); (26)where the struture funtions W1�7 areW1 = 1M2 Im(Q1G5 +Q12G4)G�2;W2 = � 1M2 ImG1(Q1G2 +Q12G6)� + 1M2 ImG2[aQ12G4 + (aQ1 + 2�Q12)G5℄�;W3 = ImG1(2�G2 � aG6)� + 2�Im(2G3 � aG5)G�2;W4 = ImG2G�6; W5 = �aImG2G�6;W6 = 2Im(G1 � 2�G3)G�6 � 2�Im[aG4 + 2(1 + �)G5℄G�2;W7 = 2�ImG2G�6: (27)12



For simpliity, we omitted in the hadroni struture funtions the upper indexes (�) referringto eletron{ or positron{sattering. The expressions for all hadroni struture funtionshold in both ases and the expression for the amplitudes should be understood as: Gi =G(�)i (Q2; �).IV. T{EVEN POLARIZATION OBSERVABLESLet us speify the oordinate frame in the Lab system: the z axis is direted along themomentum transfer ~q and the momenta of the initial and sattered eletrons lie in the xzplane. The y axis is direted along the diretion of the vetor ~q � ~k1.The following general formula holds for the di�erential ross setion of the elasti sat-tering of an unpolarized eletron (positron) beam by an unpolarized deuteron target (takinginto aount the TPE ontribution at the level of its interferene with the Born term):d�(�)und
 = �0N (�)(Q2; �); N (�)(Q2; �) = A(�)(Q2; �) +B(�)(Q2; �) tan2 �2 ;�0 = �2 os2 �24E2 sin4 �2 �1 + 2 EM sin2 �2��1 : (28)The funtions A(�)(Q2; �) and B(�)(Q2; �) ontain the TPE ontribution and they have thefollowing form (the signs (�) orrespond to the e(�)d� sattering)A(�)(Q2; �) = A(Q2)��A(Q2; �); B(�)(Q2; �) = B(Q2)��B(Q2; �);where the struture funtions A(Q2) and B(Q2) are the standard real funtions of a sin-gle variable Q2 desribing the elasti ed�sattering in the Born approximation. They arequadrati ombinations of the deuteron eletromagneti FFsA(Q2) = G2C(Q2) + 23�G2M(Q2) + 89� 2G2Q(Q2); B(Q2) = 43�(1 + �)G2M (Q2):The additional terms �A(Q2; �) and �B(Q2; �) are due to the TPE ontribution and they
13



an be written as�A(Q2; �) = 2GC(Q2)Re�GC(Q2; �) + 43�GM (Q2)Re�GM(Q2; �) ++169 � 2GQ(Q2)Re�GQ(Q2; �) ++83� �23�GQ(Q2)�GC(Q2) + 2 �(1� �)GC(Q2) + 2�GM(Q2)� 23� 2GQ(Q2)��ReG4(Q2; �) + 163 �p�(1 + �)(GM(Q2)�GC(Q2)� 43�GQ(Q2))ReG5(Q2; �) ++43r �1 + � �(1� �)GC(Q2) + 2�GM(Q2)� 23�(1 + 2�)GQ(Q2)�ReG6(Q2; �);�B(Q2; �) = 83�GM(Q2) h(1 + �)Re�GM (Q2; �) + p�(1 + �)ReG6(Q2; �)i ; (29)where  =r1 + �1� � =s1 + ot2 �21 + � :Note that these formulas were obtained negleting the terms of the order of �2 omparedto the dominant (Born approximation) terms. In the Born approximation these expressionsredue to the well known result for the di�erential ross setion of elasti ed� sattering(see, for example, [33℄).The struture funtion B(�)(Q2; �), whih is determined in the Born approximation bythe magneti FF only, aquires two additional terms proportional to Re�GM(Q2; �) andReG6(Q2; �).The real parts of all six omplex TPE amplitudes ontribute to the struture funtionA(�)(Q2; �), whih is determined in the Born approximation by all three deuteron FFs.One an see that the sum of the di�erential ross setions for the e�d�satterings haspreisely the Rosenbluth form, in terms of the standard deuteron eletromagneti FFs, sinethe TPE ontribution is aneled out� = 12  d�(�)und
 + d�(+)und
 ! = �0 �A(Q2) +B(Q2) tan2 �2� : (30)This quantity allows to separate the magneti FF GM(Q2) and the following ombinationof the harge and quadrupole FFs: G(Q2) = G2C(Q2) + 89� 2G2Q(Q2); in presene of the TPEontribution. It is a model independent statement, taking into aount the interferene ofthe one{ and two{photon exhange amplitudes.14



On the ontrary, the di�erene of the di�erential ross setions for the e�d�satterings isompletely determined by the interferene of the one{ and two{photon exhange amplitudesand it an be written as12  d�(+)und
 � d�(�)und
 ! = �0 ��A(Q2; �) + �B(Q2; �) tan2 �2� : (31)This quantity ontains information about the size of the TPE term and its dependene onthe variables Q2 and �. We an see if there is a relative inrease of this ontribution, inomparison with the Born mehanism, when the variable Q2 inreases.Let us onsider the asymmetries arising from the tensor polarization of the deuterontarget. The di�erential ross setion an be written in this ase asd�(�)d
 = d�(�)und
 �1 + A(�)zz (Q2; �)Qzz + A(�)xz (Q2; �)Qxz + A(�)xx (Q2; �)(Qxx �Qyy)� ; (32)with the following deomposition of the asymmetries A(�)ij (Q2; �); (ij = xx; xz; zz):N (�)(Q2; �)A(�)zz (Q2; �) = Azz(Q2; �)��Azz(Q2; �): (33)The expliit expressions of the asymmetries as a funtion of FFs are:- for the zz{omponentAzz(Q2; �) = 4�GQ(Q2)[GC(Q2) + �3GQ(Q2)℄ + �2 [1 + 2(1 + �) tan2 �2℄G2M(Q2);�Azz(Q2; �) = � [1 + 2(1 + �)tan2 �2℄GM(Q2)Re�GM (Q2; �) + 4� [GC(Q2)Re�GQ(Q2; �) ++GQ(Q2)Re(�GC(Q2; �) + 23��GQ(Q2; �))℄ + 4� �(1� 2 � 22�)GC(Q2)++2�GM (Q2)� 23�(1� 2 + 42�)GQ(Q2)�ReG4(Q2; �) ++4�p�(1 + �) �GM(Q2)� 4(GC(Q2) + 43�GQ(Q2))�ReG5(Q2; �)��2p�(1 + �)tan2 �2 ��(� � 2)GM(Q2)++(2 � 1)(1 + 2�)�GC(Q2)� 23�GQ(Q2)��ReG6(Q2; �); (34)with N (�)(Q2; �)A(�)xz (Q2; �) = Axz(Q2; �)��Axz(Q2; �); (35)
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- for the xz{omponentAxz(Q2; �) = �4�se�2r�(1 + �sin2 �2)GM(Q2)GQ(Q2);�Axz(Q2; �) = �4� se �2r�(1 + � sin2 �2)�GQ(Q2)Re�GM (Q2; �)++GM(Q2)Re�GQ(Q2; �) + 2[�(2 � 1)GQ(Q2)� (2 � 1 + 2�)GM(Q2)℄ReG4(Q2; �)� 4p�(1 + �) �GM(Q2) + (1� 2)2 GQ(Q2)�ReG5(Q2; �)�� 12p�(1 + �) �(1� � + 22 + 2�)GM(Q2)++2�(22 � 1)(GM(Q2)�GQ(Q2))�ReG6(Q2; �)	 ; (36)with N (�)(Q2; �)A(�)xx (Q2; �) = Axx(Q2)��Axx(Q2; �); (37)- and for the xx{omponentAxx(Q2) = �2G2M(Q2);�Axx(Q2; �) = �GM(Q2)Re�GM(Q2; �) + 4� [2�GM(Q2) + (2 � 1)(GC(Q2)��23�GQ(Q2))℄ReG4(Q2; �) + 4�p�(1 + �)GM(Q2)ReG5(Q2; �) ++2r �(1 + �) [�GM (Q2) +GC(Q2)� 23�GQ(Q2)℄ReG6(Q2; �): (38)Note that the terms Azz(Q2; �), Axz(Q2; �) and Axx(Q2) are the asymmetries in the Bornapproximation and they oinide with the orresponding results of Ref. [34℄.Due to the symmetry properties following from C-invariane, it is also interesting tobuild the sum and di�erene of the orresponding expressions for the eletron and positronasymmetries due to the tensor{polarized deuteron target:A�zz(Q2; �) = 12[A(�)zz (Q2; �)� A(+)zz (Q2; �)℄;A�xz(Q2; �) = 12[A(�)xz (Q2; �)� A(+)xz (Q2; �)℄;A�xx(Q2; �) = 12[A(�)xx (Q2; �)� A(+)xx (Q2; �)℄: (39)One an see that the quantitiesA+ij(Q2; �), (ij = zz; xz; xx) do not ontain the TPE ontribu-tion, negleting terms ontaining the square of the TPE amplitudes. In this approximation16



we have NA+zz = Azz; NA+xz = Axz; NA+xx = Axx;N = 12(N (+) +N (�)) = A(Q2) +B(Q2) tan2 �2 ; (40)oiniding with the asymmetries obtained in the Born approximation.The standard proedure for the determination of deuteron eletromagneti FFs onsists inmeasuring the unpolarized di�erential ross setion (at various eletron sattering angles butat the sameQ2 value) and one additional polarization observable (it is usually the asymmetryAzz due to the tensor polarization of the deuteron target or t20, the tensor polarization ofthe reoil deuteron, with unpolarized eletron beam). The measurement of the quantity �,Eq. (30), and of A+zz (or A+xz), Eq. (39), an be onsidered as the generalization of thestandard proedure for extrating eletromagneti FFs, in presene of the TPE mehanism.On the ontrary, the di�erenes of the tensor asymmetries in the elasti eletron{ orpositron{deuteron satterings, due to the tensor polarization of the target, are proportionalto the interferene of the Born amplitude and real part of the TPE ontribution. In thesame approximation we haveNA�zz = rAzz ��Azz; NA�xz = rAxz ��Axz; NA�xx = rAxx ��Axx;r = 1N (�A +�B tan2 �2): (41)The measurement of these quantities (T{even polarization observables) is sensitive to therelative ontribution of the real part of TPE term with respet to the Born approximation.Let us onsider the double{spin asymmetries due to the longitudinal polarization of theeletron beam and the vetor polarization of the deuteron target (the transverse omponentsof the eletron spin lead to the asymmetries suppressed by a fator (me=M) and they areonsidered below). So, the longitudinal polarization of the eletron beam leads to twoasymmetries whih an be written asN (�)(Q2; �)A(�)x (Q2; �) = Ax(Q2; �)��Ax(Q2; �); (42)
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withAx(Q2; �) = �2p�(1 + �) tan �2GM(Q2) �GC(Q2) + 13�GQ(Q2)� ;�Ax(Q2; �) = �2p�(1 + �) tan �2 �GM(Q2)Re[�GC(Q2; �) + 12(1 + 2�)�GM(Q2; �)++13��GQ(Q2; �)�� �GC(Q2) + 13�GQ(Q2)�Re�GM (Q2; �)��22� 2GM(Q2)ReG4(Q2; �)� 4�p�(1 + �)GM(Q2)ReG5(Q2; �)�� 2r �1 + � h(1 + � � p�(1 + �))GM(Q2)��2�GC(Q2) + 13�GQ(Q2)��ReG6(Q2; �)� ; (43)and N (�)(Q2; �)A(�)z (Q2; �) = Az(Q2; �)��Az(Q2; �); (44)with Az(Q2; �) = ��r(1 + �)(1 + �sin2 �2) tan �2 se �2G2M(Q2);�Az(Q2; �) = ��r(1 + �)(1 + �sin2 �2) tan �2 se �2GM(Q2)�2Re�GM(Q2; �)++ �2r �1 + � � 1� 2�ReG6(Q2; �) ++4�(1 + 2)"ReG4(Q2; �) + 1r1 + �� ReG5(Q2; �)#) : (45)In the Born approximation these expressions oinide with the results of Ref. [34℄ exept thegeneral sign, sine in that paper another sign of the vetor part of the deuteron spin{densitymatrix was taken.Note that we an also remove or extrat the TPE ontribution in these double{spinasymmetries in a similar way as it was done for the di�erential ross setion and the tensorasymmetries.V. T{ODD POLARIZATION OBSERVABLESLet us onsider the single{spin asymmetry indued by the transverse polarization of theeletron or positron beam. The expressions for the spin{dependent leptoni tensor and for18



the hadroni tensor, for the ase of the unpolarized �nal state, show that the single{spinasymmetry is proportional to the TPE term and suppressed by the fator (me=M).The measurement of this small asymmetry is planned in next future [35℄. As mentioned inthe Introdution, in spite of the suppression fator, reent measurements of the asymmetryin the sattering of transversely polarized eletrons on unpolarized protons found valuesdi�erent from zero, ontrary to what is expeted in the Born approximation [26, 27℄, and onlyone experiment measured a single{spin observable, the reoil{deuteron vetor polarizationfor the elasti sattering of unpolarized eletrons by unpolarized deuteron target [28℄.To alulate the beam asymmetry, it is neessary to take into aount also the smallamplitudes (negleted earlier, sine they give a small ontribution to the other observables)whih are proportional to the eletron mass (the so{alled heliity ip amplitudes). The partof the matrix element of the reation e�+d! e�+d, ontaining the heliity ip amplitudes,an be established in analogy with the elasti nuleon{deuteron sattering [29℄, using thegeneral properties of the eletron{hadron interation, suh as the Lorentz invariane andP{invariane. It an be written as followsM (flip) = meM e2Q2 �u(k2) �MG7(s;Q2)U1 � U�2 + 1MG8(s;Q2)U1 � kU�2 � k++ 1MG9(s;Q2)U1 � pU�2 � p+ 1MG10(s;Q2)(U1 � kU�2 � p + U�2 � kU1 � p) ++ 1MG11(s;Q2)(U1 � pÛ�2 p̂� U�2 � pÛ1p̂) + 1MG12(s;Q2)(U1 � kÛ�2 p̂��U�2 � kÛ1p̂� U1 � kU�2 � p+ U�2 � kU1 � p)iu(k1); (46)where all these amplitudes Gi(s;Q2) (i = 7� 12) are, in general ase, omplex funtions oftwo variables and vanish in the Born approximation G(Born)i (s;Q2) = 0, i = 7� 12.
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The orresponding asymmetry an be written asN (�) (Q2; �)A(�)e (Q2; �) =�43meM tan�2s(�)y ���GM (Q2) �ImG6(Q2; �) + 4(1 + �)ImG5(Q2; �)++2p�(1 + �) �2ImG4(Q2; �) + ImG10(Q2; �)��2(1 + �)ImG11(Q2; �)�+ 22 ��ImG8(Q2; �)��(1 + �)(2� � 1)ImG12(Q2; �)��+GC(Q2)(ImG6(Q2; �) ++34ImG7(Q2; �))� 23�GQ(Q2) �ImG6(Q2; �) + 3�(1� 2)ImG8(Q2; �)�++�(GC(Q2) + 43�GQ(Q2)) �12ImG7(Q2; �) + (1 + �) �ImG9(Q2; �)++22ImG12(Q2; �)�+ (1� 2 + 2�)ImG8(Q2; �) ++2p�(1 + �)�ImG10(Q2; �) + 1 + �� ImG11(Q2; �)��� ; (47)where A(�)e (A(+)e ) is the single{spin asymmetry (the so{alled beam asymmetry) in thesattering of transversely polarized eletron (positron) beam by unpolarized deuteron target,and ~s(�) (~s(+)) is the unit vetor desribing the polarization of the eletron (positron) beamin its rest frame. One an see that- A(�)e is proportional to the eletron mass and it is determined by the eletron or positronspin omponent perpendiular to the reation plane.- A(�)e is a T{odd observable and it vanishes in the Born approximation as it is deter-mined by the imaginary part of the interferene between the one{ and two{photon exhangeamplitudes. Thus, the asymmetry Ae is determined by the three real eletromagneti formfators GM(Q2); GC(Q2); GQ(Q2) as well as by the omplex TPE amplitudes: G4(Q2; �),G5(Q2; �) and G6(Q2; �) (heliity onserving) and Gi(Q2; �), (i = 7� 12) (heliity non on-serving). Therefore, this observable ontains all amplitudes on equal footing, i.e., here theheliity ip amplitudes are not suppressed in omparison with the heliity onserving ones.Measurement of this asymmetry in the ase of elasti eletron{deuteron sattering may bea more diÆult task than for the ase of elasti eletron{nuleon sattering due mainly tothe fat that deuteron FFs are muh smaller than nuleon FFs.- A(�)e vanishes, for � = 00 and 1800, as it is determined by the produt (~q � ~k1) � ~se, andin this ase ~q k ~k1.Let us onsider now the single{spin asymmetry due to the vetor{polarized deuterontarget (the so{alled target normal{spin asymmetry). The orresponding asymmetry A(�)y20



an be written asN (�) (Q2; �)A(�)y (Q2; �) = � tan �2sy n2p�(1 + �)[GM(Q2)Im�G(Q2; �)++G(Q2)Im�GM(Q2; �)℄ + 2�p�(1 + �)[(1� �)(22 � 1)GM(Q2)��4(2 � 1)G(Q2)℄ImG4(Q2; �)� 2�(1 + �)[�(42 � 1)GM(Q2) ++4(2 � 1)G(Q2)℄ImG5(Q2; �) + � [2�p�(1 + �)GM(Q2) ++(42 � 1)(G(Q2) +GM(Q2)) ++ 2(1� �)((1 + �)2 � 1)GM(Q2)℄ImG6(Q2; �)	 ; (48)where G(Q2; �) = GC(Q2; �) + �=3GQ(Q2; �); ~s is the deuteron unit polarization vetor de-sribing the vetor polarization of the target.One an see that- A(�)y is determined by the omponent of the deuteron polarization vetor perpendiularto the reation plane, i.e., by the following produt (~k1 � ~k2) � ~s:- A(�)y vanishes when ~k2jj~k1; i.e., for forward and bakward satterings.- A(�)y is a T{odd observable and it is zero in the Born approximation. It is determined bythe interferene of the one{ and two{photon exhange amplitudes (by the imaginary partsof all six omplex TPE heliity onserving amplitudes).At last let us onsider the sattering of the longitudinally polarized eletron or positronbeam by the tensor{polarized deuteron target. In this ase, the asymmetries an be writtenas follows:N (�)(Q2; �)A(�)xy (Q2; �) = �2r �1 + � ���GM (Q2)� 2GC(Q2) + 43�GQ(Q2)� ImG6(Q2; �)++4�GM(Q2)Im hp�(1 + �)G4(Q2; �) + (1 + �)G5(Q2; �)io ;N (�)(Q2; �)A(�)yz (Q2; �) = �2�r �1 + � tan �2 �2(1 + �) �GQ(Q2)Im�GM(Q2; �)��GM (Q2)Im�GQ(Q2; �)�++4(1 + �)p�GM(Q2)Im hp�G4(Q2; �) + 2p(1 + �)G5(Q2; �)i ++r1 + �� �2�GQ(Q2) + (2� � 1)GM(Q2)� ImG6(Q2; �)) : (49)Note that the asymmetry Axy is determined by the imaginary parts of the amplitudes G4;5;6,whih di�er in spin struture from the Born spin struture. Both asymmetries are zero21



in the Born approximation sine they are determined by the interferene of the one{ andtwo{photon exhange mehanisms.The polarized deuteron targets, generally used in high{energy experiments, have zero Qxyand Qyz parameters, sine the polarization state is determined by the population numbersn�;0, i.e., by the diagonal elements of the spin{density matrix of the deuteron target. Thedetermination of these asymmetries requires a polarized deuteron targets with non{zero Qxyand Qyz parameters or the measurement of the orresponding omponents of the tensorpolarization of the reoil deuteron (the target in this ase is unpolarized).In polarization experiments it is possible to prepare the deuteron target with polarizationalong (opposite) a de�nite diretion. In our ase the natural diretion is the virtual photonmomentum (or z axis). Similar polarization e�ets were onsidered in Ref. [36℄: longitudinaland transverse polarizations of the reoil deuteron in the elasti eletron{deuteron sattering.Let us onsider the ase when the spin of the deuteron target has de�nite projetion onz axis. It is onvenient in this ase to write the ontration of the leptoni and hadronitensors in the following general formS = L��H�� = S��U�U�� ; (50)where U� is the polarization four{vetor of the deuteron target. Then, with unpolarizedeletron beam, the S�� tensor an be written asS�� = S1g�� + S2q�q� + S3k�k� + S4(q�k� + q�k�) + iS5(q�k� � q�k�); (51)where the struture funtions Si, (i = 1� 5), an be expressed in terms of the generalized
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form fators Gi(Q2; �), i = M;C;Q; and of the amplitudes Gi(Q2; �), i = 4; 5; 6; as follows:S1 = �q4 �(1 + �)jGM j2 + 1� ot2 �2 jGC � 23�GQj2 + 2p�(1 + �)ReGMG�6� ;S2 = �q2�1 + � + ot2 �2��jGM j2 + 4 �1 + � ReGMG�Q�� 4 q21 + � ot2 �2 h�3 jGQj2++ReGCG�Q�+ 4q2r �1 + � Re�GM �2(1 + �)(1� 2 + �2)G5 +G6��++GC �4 ot2 �2G5 � (2 + �)G6�� + �3GQ �4 ot2 �2G5 + (1 + 2�)G6��� ;S3 = 4M2�(1 + �)ReGM hGM + 8(�G4 + p�(1 + �)G5)i� ++16M2Re(GC � 23�GQ + �GM ) �2� ot2 �2G4 + p�(1 + �)G6�� ;S4 = q2p�(1 + �) �jGM j2 + 2ReGMG�Q�++q2Re�GM ��4p�(1 + �)�3� + 1� �1 + � ot2 �2�G4 + 8� �1 + � + ot2 �2�G5++�2� � 3� 21� �1 + � ot2 �2�G6�� + 2�GC � 23�GQ��4r �1 + � ot2 �2G4++�2� � + 21 + � ot2 �2�G6�� + 2�GQ �4r �1 + � ot2 �2G4++4 ot2 �2G5 + �1 + 21 + � ot2 �2�G6��� ;S5 = 8M2p�(1 + �)ImGM(GC + �3GQ)� ++q2Im�4 ot2 �2 �GC + �3GQ� �2G5 + 11 + � �2p�(1 + �)G4 +G6���++2� �(1 + 23�)GQ �GC�G�6 +GM h�12�p�(1 + �)G4 + (2� � 3)G6��21� �1 + � ot2 �2(2p�(1 + �)G4 +G6)��� : (52)The ontration of the leptoni and hadroni tensors in the ase when the polarization ofthe deuteron target has de�nite projetion on the z axis, m = �1; 0, an be written asS(m) = S��U (m)� U (m)�� ; (53)where U (m)� is the deuteron polarization four{vetor with projetion mU (�)� = � 1p2(0; 1;�i; 0); U (0)� = (0; 0; 0; 1):After straightforward alulations we obtainS(+) = S(�) = �S1 + 12 Q21 + � ot2 �2S3; (54)23



S(0) = �S1 + (1 + �)Q2S2 +Q2(1 + � + ot2 �2) �1 + � S3 + 2p�(1 + �)Q2S4:It follows that the ross setions of the elasti eletron{deuteron sattering an be writtenin the familiar form d�(m)d
 = �0 �A(m) +B(m) tan2 �2� : (55)Let us separate the dominant (Born) and TPE ontributions to these struture funtionsand de�ne A(m) = A(m)B +�A(m); B(m) = B(m)B +�B(m); (56)where the index B indiates the Born ontribution. The Born terms an be expressed interms of the deuteron FFs as:A(+)B = A(�)B = �2G2M(Q2) + �GC(Q2)� 2�3 GQ(Q2)�2 ;B(+)B = B(�)B = �(1 + �)G2M (Q2);A(0)B = �G2M(Q2) +G2C(Q2) + 83�GC(Q2)GQ(Q2) + 169 � 2G2Q(Q2);B(0)B = 2�(1 + �)G2M(Q2): (57)Summing the struture funtions over the index m (i.e., over all possible deuteron spinprojetions) and dividing by three (the averaging over the deuteron spin) we obtain theusual struture funtions A(Q2) and B(Q2).Gourdin and Piketty alulated the longitudinal and two transverse polarizations of thereoil deuteron in the elasti eletron{deuteron sattering [36℄. The two transverse polar-izations are orthogonal to the reoil deuteron momentum (it is ~q in lab. system), one in thesattering plane (along x axis in our ase) and the other one normal to this plane (along yaxis). The quantities S(x;y), orresponding to the deuteron target polarized along x and ydiretions, are S(x) = �S1 + Q21 + � ot2 �2S3; S(y) = �S1; (58)and the orresponding struture funtions A(x;y) and B(x;y) an be written as (in the Bornapproximation)A(x)B = �G2M (Q2) + �GC(Q2)� 2�3 GQ(Q2)�2 ; B(x)B = �(1 + �)G2M(Q2);A(y)B = (GC(Q2)� 2�3 GQ(Q2))2; B(y)B = �(1 + �)G2M (Q2): (59)24



This result for A(i)B , B(i)B , i = x; y oinides with the results obtained in Ref. [36℄. FollowingRef. [36℄, it is onvenient to introdue a total transverse di�erential ross setion �T andalulate the di�erene DT = (�(+)T +�(�)T ��(0)T ). An interesting result is the independene ofDT from the the deuteron magneti FF GM and onsequently with respet to the satteringangle 1�0 (�(+) + �(�) � �(0)) = G2C(Q2)� 163 �GC(Q2)GQ(Q2)� 89� 2G2Q(Q2): (60)This expression (valid in the Born approximation) oinides also with the result of Ref. [36℄.The expliit expressions of the orretions �A(m) and �B(m) due to the TPE ontribu-tions are�A(+) = �A(�) = ��GM(Q2)Re��GM(Q2; �) + 4�2G4(Q2; �)++2p�(1 + �) �2G5(Q2; �) + 11 + � G6(Q2; �)��� 2 �GC(Q2)� 23�GQ(Q2)�Re ��GC(Q2; �)� 23��GQ(Q2; �) + 2�(2 � 1)G4(Q2; �) + r �1 + � G6(Q2; �)� ;�B(+) = �B(�) = �2�p1 + �GM(Q2)Re hp1 + ��GM(Q2; �) + p�G6(Q2; �)i ;�A(0) = ��2�GM(Q2)Re�GM(Q2; �) + 2GC(Q2)Re ��GC(Q2; �) + 43��GQ(Q2; �)�++83�GQ(Q2)Re ��GC(Q2; �) + 23��GQ(Q2; �)����4�GM (Q2)Re�2� �1 + 4� + 21 + � ot2 �2�G4(Q2; �)++p�(1 + �) �2(1 + 2�)G5(Q2; �) + 11 + � G6(Q2; �)����4� �GC(Q2) + 43�GQ(Q2)�Re�2� �1 + 11 + � ot2 �2�G4(Q2; �)++p�(1 + �) �4G5(Q2; �) + 11 + � G6(Q2; �)�� ;�B(0) = �4�(1 + �)GM(Q2)Re ��GM(Q2; �)��2(1 + �)p�(1 + �)G5(Q2; �) + 8� 2G4(Q2; �)i��4�p�(1 + �) �GM(Q2) + (1 + 2�)(GC(Q2)� 23�GQ(Q2))�ReG6(Q2; �); (61)where the signs (�) indiate the sattering of the eletron (positron) by a polarized deuterontarget.
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VI. CONCLUSIONPreise measurements of various observables in the elasti eletron{proton satteringarose the question of the importane of the TPE mehanism. In this work, the study of TPEontribution and its onsequenes on the extration of hadron eletromagneti FFs has beenextended to eletron{deuteron elasti sattering. The determination of the deuteron ele-tromagneti FFs from the measurement of the di�erential ross setion and one polarizationobservable in the elasti eletron{deuteron sattering is valid only in Born approximation.In ase of deuteron and light nulei the relative ontribution of TPE term with respet tothe main term, the 1 exhange, is expeted to be larger at the same momentum transfersquared, due to the steeper derease of the FFs. Therefore, it an be detetable at smallerQ2 values than in the ase of the elasti eletron{proton sattering.A model{independent analysis of the inuene of the two{photon exhange mehanismon the di�erential ross setion and on various polarization observables has been performedfor the elasti eletron (positron){deuteron sattering. General symmetry properties of theeletromagneti lepton{hadron interation (as the lepton heliity onservation in QED athigh energies, the C{invariane and rossing symmetry) were used in this analysis. Theseproperties allows to parametrize the amplitudes of e�d�sattering in terms of �fteen realfuntions, in presene of the TPE mehanism: three standard eletromagneti deuteronFFs, whih are the funtions of one variable Q2, and six omplex funtions that depend ontwo variables, Q2 and �. The expressions for the di�erential ross setion and all polariza-tion observables have been given in terms of these funtions. We have onsidered the aseof an arbitrary polarized deuteron target and polarized eletron beam (both longitudinaland transverse). The transverse polarization of the eletron beam leads to a single{spinasymmetry whih is non{zero in presene of the two{photon exhange ontribution but it issuppressed by the fator (me=M). Let us note that this fator is appreiably larger in thease of muon{deuteron sattering.It was shown that the measurements of the di�erential ross setion and one polarizationobservable (for example, the tensor asymmetry) for eletron and positron deuteron elastisattering, in the same kinematial onditions, allows to extrat the deuteron eletromag-neti form fators. 26
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